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1 IntroductionPolynomiality has been used to measure the e�ectiveness and eÆciency of algorithms for a long time.Though simplex method is e�ective and eÆcient in practice, Klee and Minty [8] showed that simplexalgorithm with a common pivot rule for linear programming is not a polynomial algorithm that inspiredthe research of developing polynomial algorithms for linear programming. The �rst achievement in thisdirection was due to Khachiyan [7]. Although this �rst polynomial algorithm for linear programmingis not computationally competitive [1], a di�erent method, interior-point method, has been proved veryeÆcient. Many interior-point polynomial algorithms, for example [6, 9, 10, 13, 14, 15], have been devel-oped. Bewilderingly, the computational performance of the polynomial algorithm with the lowest knowncomplexity bound is not as good as other polynomial algorithms with higher complexity bound [18]. Themost successful interior-point algorithm in practice is the MPC proposed by Mehrotra [12] and re�ned byother researchers. However, MPC is not proved to be polynomial although a lot of e�ort has been made.Our main purpose in this paper is to close the gap between the algorithms that have good theoreticalpolynomiality result and the algorithms that demonstrate superior practical performance. We will devisean algorithm that is not only theoretically attractive (having the lowest polynomial complexity bound)but also competitive in computational test on standard problems. We will extend an arc-search algorithmdeveloped in [19] for linear programming. The proposed algorithm searches optimizers along an ellipsethat approximates the entire central path. This strategy is di�erent from other higher order methods,such as [12, 15], which search optimizers either on an arc of power series approximation or on a straightline of a linear combination of the �rst and higher order derivatives of the central path. We will provethat the proposed algorithm has polynomial complexity bound O(n 12 log(1=�)) (which is the best knowncomplexity bound for linear programming and better than other higher order algorithms such as [12, 15]).We will also provide preliminary test results on standard Netlib problems. These results show that thenewly developed code is very promising (using fewer iterations in most tested problems) compared to theMATLAB code linprog which implements the state-of-the-art MPC plus some other enhancements [20].Throughout the paper, we will denote Hadamard (element-wise) product of two vectors x and s byx Æ s, the ith component of x by xi, the element-wise inverse of x by x�1 if min jsij > 0, the element-wisedivision of the two vectors by s�1 Æ x, or x Æ s�1, or xs if min jsij > 0, the inner product of two vectors xand s by hx; si, the Euclidean norm of x by kxk, the in�nite norm of x by kxk1, the identity matrix ofany dimension by I , the identity matrix of dimension m by Im, the vector of all ones with appropriatedimension by e, the transpose of matrix A by AT, a basis for the null space of A by Â. To make thenotation simple for block column vectors, we will denote, for example, [xT; sT]T by (x; s). For x 2 Rn,we will denote a related diagonal matrix by X 2 Rn�n whose diagonal elements are components of thevector x. Finally, we de�ne an initial point of any algorithm by x0, the point after the kth iteration byxk.2 Problem DescriptionsConsider the Linear Programming (LP) in the standard form:(LP ) min cTx; subject to Ax = b; x � 0; (1)where A 2 Rm�n, b 2 Rm, c 2 Rn are given, and x 2 Rn is the vector to be optimized. Associated withthe linear programming is the dual programming (DP) that is also presented in the standard form:(DP ) max bT�; subject to AT�+ s = c; s � 0; (2)where dual variable vector � 2 Rm, and dual slack vector s 2 Rn. Denote the feasible set F as acollection of all points that satisfy the constraints of LP and DP,F = f(x; �; s) : Ax = b; AT�+ s = c; (x; s) � 0g; (3)and the strictly feasible set Fo as a collection of all points that satisfy the constraints of LP and DP andare strictly positive Fo = f(x; �; s) : Ax = b; AT�+ s = c; (x; s) > 0g: (4)2



Throughout the paper, we make the following assumptions.Assumptions:1. A is a full rank matrix.2. Fo is not empty.Assumption 1 is the standard Linear Independence Constraint Quali�cation (LICQ). Assumption 2 im-plies the existence of a central path. It is well known that x 2 Rn is an optimal solution of (1) if andonly if x, �, and s satisfy the following KKT conditionsAx = b (5a)AT�+ s = c (5b)(x; s) � 0: (5c)xisi = 0; i = 1; : : : ; n (5d)The �rst three conditions imply that x is a feasible solution of the primal problem and (�; s) is a feasiblesolution of the dual problem. The last condition implies that the duality gap is zero. The central path Cis parameterized by a scalar � > 0 as follows. For each interior point (x; �; s) 2 C on the central path,there is a � > 0 such that Ax = b (6a)AT�+ s = c (6b)(x; s) > 0 (6c)xisi = �; i = 1; : : : ; n: (6d)Therefore, the central path is an arc in R2n+m parameterized as a function of � and is denoted asC = f(x(�); �(�); s(�)) : � > 0g: (7)As � ! 0, the central path (x(�); �(�); s(�)) represented by (6) approaches to a solution of LP representedby (1). Theoretical analyses and computational experiments demonstrate [16] that searching along thecentral path is the most eÆcient way to �nd optimizers. However, there is no practical way to calculatethe entire arc of the central path. All path-following algorithms try (a) to search, from the current(x; s) along certain directions related to the tangent of the central path, to a new point that reducesthe value of xTs (the duality gap) and simultaneously satis�es (6a), (6b), and (6c), thereby moving thecurrent point towards the solution, and (b) to stay close to the central path, thereby being able to makea good progress in the next search. We will consider a central path-following algorithm that searches theoptimizers (located at the boundary of F) along an arc that approximates the central path C 2 Fo � F .3 A Polynomial Arc-Search Algorithm in Linear Programming3.1 Ellipse approximation of the central pathWe will use an ellipse E [4] in 2n+m dimensional space to approximate the central path C described by(6), where E = f(x(�); �(�); s(�)) : (x(�); �(�); s(�)) = ~a cos(�) +~b sin(�) + ~cg; (8)~a 2 R2n+m and ~b 2 R2n+m are the axes of the ellipse, and they are perpendicular to each other,~c 2 R2n+m is the center of the ellipse. Given a point y = (x; �; s) = (x(�0); �(�0); s(�0)) 2 E which isclose to or on the central path, we will determine ~a, ~b, ~c and �0 such that the �rst and second derivativesof (x(�0); �(�0); s(�0)) have the form as if they were on the central path (though they may not be on thecentral path). Therefore, we want the �rst and second derivatives at (x(�0); �(�0); s(�0)) 2 E to satisfy24 A 0 00 AT IS 0 X 3524 _x_�_s 35 = 24 00x Æ s 35 : (9)3



24 A 0 00 AT IS 0 X 3524 �x���s 35 = 24 00�2 _x Æ _s 35 : (10)It is clear that such an ellipse should approximate the central path well when (x(�0); �(�0); s(�0)) isclose to the central path and �0 � �! �0. To simplify the notation, lety(�) = (x(�); �(�); s(�)) = ~a cos(�) +~b sin(�) + ~c: (11)Then _y(�) = ( _x(�); _�(�); _s(�)) = �~a sin(�) +~b cos(�); (12)�y(�) = (�x(�); ��(�); �s(�)) = �~a cos(�)�~b sin(�): (13)It is straightforward to verify from (11), (12), and (13) that~a = � _y sin(�) � �y cos(�); (14)~b = _y cos(�) � �y sin(�); (15)~c = y + �y: (16)The search along the ellipse will be carried out on the interval [�0��; �0] and � 2 [0; �2 ]. In the nextsubsection, we will show that the calculation of �0 can be avoided.3.2 Search along the approximate central pathThough one can search a better feasible point with reduced duality gap along the ellipse de�ned by (11)which needs to compute ~a, ~b, and ~c, we will use a simpli�ed formula that reduces the operation countsslightly and is more convenient for convergence analysis. Denote~a = 24 axa�as 35 = � _y sin(�) � �y cos(�) = 24 � _x sin(�)� �x cos(�)� _� sin(�)� �� cos(�)� _s sin(�)� �s cos(�) 35 ;~b = 24 bxb�bs 35 = _y cos(�) � �y sin(�) = 24 _x cos(�) � �x sin(�)_� cos(�) � �� sin(�)_s cos(�) � �s sin(�) 35 ;and ~c = 24 cxc�cs 35 = y + �y = 24 x+ �x�+ ��s+ �s 35 :Let x(�) and s(�) be the updated x and s after the search, we havex(�) = ax cos(�0 � �) + bx sin(�0 � �) + cx= ax(cos(�0) cos(�) + sin(�0) sin(�)) + bx(sin(�0) cos(�) � cos(�0) sin(�))+cx � cx cos(�) + cx cos(�)= x cos(�) + ax sin(�0) sin(�) � bx cos(�0) sin(�) + cx(1� cos(�))= x cos(�) � ( _x sin(�0) + �x cos(�0)) sin(�0) sin(�)�( _x cos(�0)� �x sin(�0)) cos(�0) sin(�) + (x+ �x)(1� cos(�))= x� _x(sin2(�0) sin(�) + cos2(�0) sin(�))+�x(� sin(�0) cos(�0) sin(�) + sin(�0) cos(�0) sin(�) + (1� cos(�)))= x� _x sin(�) + �x(1� cos(�)): (17)4



Similarly s(�) = as cos(�0 � �) + bs sin(�0 � �) + cs= as(cos(�0) cos(�) + sin(�0) sin(�)) + bs(sin(�0) cos(�) � cos(�0) sin(�))+cs � cs cos(�) + cs cos(�)= s cos(�) + as sin(�0) sin(�)� bs cos(�0) sin(�) + cs(1� cos(�))= s cos(�) � ( _s sin(�0) + �s cos(�0)) sin(�0) sin(�)�( _s cos(�0)� �s sin(�0)) cos(�0) sin(�) + (s+ �s)(1� cos(�))= s� _s(sin2(�0) sin(�) + cos2(�0) sin(�))+�s(� sin(�0) cos(�0) sin(�) + sin(�0) cos(�0) sin(�) + (1� cos(�)))= s� _s sin(�) + �s(1� cos(�)); (18)and �(�) = �� _� sin(�) + ��(1� cos(�)): (19)As pointed above, (17), (18), and (19) do not depend on �0 explicitly. We summarize the abovediscussion as the followingTheorem 3.1 Let (x(�); �(�); s(�)) be an arc de�ned by (8) passing through a point (x; �; s) 2 E, andits �rst and second derivatives at (x; �; s) be ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) which are de�ned by (9) and (10). Thenan ellipse approximation of the central path is given byx(�) = x� _x sin(�) + �x(1� cos(�)): (20)�(�) = �� _� sin(�) + ��(1� cos(�)): (21)s(�) = s� _s sin(�) + �s(1� cos(�)): (22)Assuming (x; s) > 0, one can easily see that if _x, �x, _s, and �s are bounded above from a constant, andif � is small enough, then x(�) > 0 and s(�) > 0.Lemma 3.1 Let _x, _s, �x, and �s be the solution of (9) and (10). Then_xT _s = 0;�xT _s = 0;_xT�s = 0;�xT�s = 0:Proof: Pre-multiplying _xT or �xT to the second rows of (9) and (10), and using the �rst rows of (9) and(10) gives the results.Let � = xTsn : (23)We will show that searching along the ellipse will reduce the duality gap, i.e., �(�) = x(�)Ts(�)n < �. If(x(�); s(�)) > 0 holds in all iterations, reducing duality gap to zero means approaching to the solutionof the linear programming. Notice that �(�) = �(1� sin(�)) (24)holds for any choice of � 2 [0; �2 ] due to the previous lemma, this means that the larger the � is, themore improvement the �(�) will be. 5



3.3 The polynomial arc-search algorithmLet � > 0, and N2(�) = f(x; �; s) : Ax = b; AT�+ s = c; (x; s) > 0; kx Æ s� �ek � ��g: (25)Similar to [13], we present a predictor-corrector type polynomial algorithm which uses N2(�) and N2(2�).The algorithm starts the iterate inside N2(�) and restricts the arc-search in N2(2�). After the search�nds an iterate with smaller duality gap, a corrector step brings the iterate from N2(2�) back to N2(�)without changing the duality gap.We will repeatedly use some simple lemmas.Lemma 3.2 Let (x; �; s) is a strictly feasible point of (LP) and (DP), ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) satisfy (9)and (10), (x(�); �(�); s(�)) be calculated using (17), (18), and (19), then the following conditions hold.Ax(�) = b; AT�(�) + s(�) = c:Proof: Direct calculation veri�es the result.Lemma 3.3 Let p > 0, q > 0, and r > 0. If p+ q � r, then pq � r24 .Lemma 3.4 For � 2 [0; �2 ], sin(�) � sin2(�) = 1� cos2(�) � 1� cos(�):The following Lemma gives some useful estimations and notations to be used later.Lemma 3.5 Let ( _x; _�; _s) be calculated by (9) and (�x; ��; �s) be calculated by (10). Assuming that (�xk; ��k; �sk) 2N2(�), ��k = �xkT �skn , then _x Æ _s��k  � (1 + �)2(1� �) n;  �x Æ _s��k  � 2(1 + �)3(1� �)2 n 32 ;  _x Æ �s��k  � 2(1 + �)3(1� �)2 n 32 ;  �x Æ �s��k  � 4(1 + �)4(1� �)3 n2:(26)Proof: For the sake of simplicity, we omit the superscript of k and over-bars over x, s, and � in theproof. It is easy to see from the �rst row of (9) that there exist a vector v such that_xx = X�1Âv: (27)From the third row of (9), we have _ss + _xx = e: (28)From the second row of (9), we have S�1AT _�+ _ss = 0: (29)Combining the above three equations, we gethX�1Â;�S�1ATi � v_� � = e: (30)Since A is full rank, we have� (ÂTSX�1Â)�1ÂTS�(AXS�1AT)�1AX � hX�1Â;�S�1ATi = I:6



Taking the inverse in (30) gives � v_� � = � (ÂTSX�1Â)�1ÂTS�(AXS�1AT)�1AX � e:Substituting this relation to (27) and (29) gives_xx = X�1Â(ÂTSX�1Â)�1ÂTSe= �I � S�1AT(AXS�1AT)�1AX� e; (31)and _ss = S�1AT(AXS�1AT)�1AXe= hI �X�1Â(ÂTSX�1Â)�1ÂTSi e: (32)Since (x; �; s) 2 N2(�), we have (1� �)�I � XS � (1 + �)�I:Repeatedly using this estimation and (31) yields _xx2 = eTSTÂ(ÂTSX�1Â)�1ÂTX�1X�1Â(ÂTSX�1Â)�1ÂTSe� ((1� �)�)�1eTSTÂ(ÂTSX�1Â)�1ÂTSX�1Â(ÂTSX�1Â)�1ÂTSe= ((1� �)�)�1eTSÂ(ÂTSX�1Â)�1ÂTSe� (1 + �)(1� �)eTSÂ(ÂTS2Â)�1ÂTSe:Using QR decomposition SÂ = Q � R10 � = [Q1; Q2] � R10 � = Q1R1;where Q1 and Q2 are orthonormal matrices and they are orthogonal to each other, we have _xx2 � (1 + �)(1� �)eTQ1QT1 e � (1 + �)(1� �)kek2 = (1 + �)(1� �)n: (33)Similarly,  _ss2 � (1 + �)(1� �)eTXAT(AX2AT)�1AXe � (1 + �)(1� �)n: (34)Applying Lemma 3.3 to the above two equations yields _xx Æ _ss �  _xx _ss � (1 + �)(1� �)n: (35)Since kx Æ s� �k � ��, for any i, (1� �)� � xisi � (1 + �)�, or equivalently,xisi1 + � � maxi xisi1 + � � � � mini xisi1� � � xisi1� � : (36)Using (35), we have  _x Æ _s� � (1 + �)  _x Æ _smaxi xisi � (1 + �) _xx Æ _ss � (1 + �)21� � n:7



Let � = �2 � _xx Æ _ss�. Following the similar proof, it is easy to get �xx2� 1 + �1� � k�k2 � 4�1 + �1� ��3 n2;  �ss2� 1 + �1� �k�k2 � 4�1 + �1� ��3 n2: (37)From (36), (33), (34), and (37), we get _x Æ �s� � (1 + �) _xx Æ �ss � (1 + �) _xx �ss � 2(1 + �)3(1� �)2 n 32 :�x Æ _s� � (1 + �) �xx Æ _ss � (1 + �) �xx _ss � 2(1 + �)3(1� �)2 n 32 :�x Æ �s� � (1 + �) �xx Æ �ss � (1 + �) �xx �ss � 4(1 + �)4(1� �)3 n2:This �nishes the proof.For the sake of the simplicity in the analysis, we assume that Algorithm 1 of [2] is used prior to callthe polynomial algorithm and an initial point inside N2(�) is obtained.Algorithm 3.1 Data: A, b, c, � = 0:292, � > 0, initial point (�x0; ��0; �s0) 2 N2(�), and ��0 = �x0T �s0n .for iteration k = 1; 2; : : :Step 1: If ��k < � and krBk = kA�xk � bk � �; (38a)krCk = kAT��k + �sk � ck � �; (38b)krtk = k�xk�ske� ��kek � �; (38c)(�xk ; �sk) > 0: (38d)holds, stop. Otherwise continue.Step 2: Solve the linear systems of equations (9) and (10) to get ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s).Step 3: Find the smallest positive sin(�) that satis�es quartic polynomial in terms of sin(�)q(�) = ��x Æ �s+  _x Æ _s� sin4(�) + � _x Æ �s+ �x Æ _s� sin3(�) + ���k sin(�)� ���k = 0: (39)Set (x(�); �(�); s(�)) = (�xk ; ��k; �sk)� ( _x; _�; _s) sin(�) + (�x; ��; �s)(1� cos(�)); (40)and �(�) = ��k(1� sin(�)): (41)Step 4: Calculate (�x;��;�s) by solving24 A 0 00 AT IS(�) 0 X(�) 3524 �x���s 35 = 24 00�(�)e� x(�) Æ s(�) 35 : (42)Set (�xk+1; ��k+1; �sk+1) = (x(�); �(�); s(�)) + (�x;��;�s) (43)and ��k+1 = �xk+1T �sk+1n . Set k + 1! k. Go back to Step 1.8



end (for)It is easy to see that the quartic polynomial (39) is a monotonic increasing function of � 2 [0; �2 ],for (�xk; �sk) > 0 (which will be shown in Lemma 3.8), q(0) < 0, and q(�2 ) � 0. Therefore, q(�) hasonly one real solution in [0; �2 ], and the computational count for the quartic polynomial is negligible [17].Furthermore, � = sin�1(�) is well-de�ned. From (9) and (40), it is easy to check that (41) satis�esthe de�nition of (23). In the rest of this section, we will show that if (�xk ; ��k; �sk) 2 N2(0:292), then(x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(0:584) and (�xk+1; ��k+1; �sk+1) 2 N2(0:292). We will also estimate the size of �that will be used to prove the polynomiality in the next section.Lemma 3.6 Let (�xk; ��k; �sk) 2 N2(�), ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s) be calculated from (9) and (10), let sin(�) bethe positive real solution of (39) and (x(�); �(�); s(�)) be updated using (40). Then (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2N2(2�).Proof: First, it is worthwhile to note that Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 hold in this case. From (39), we have��x Æ �s+  _x Æ _s� sin4(�) + � _x Æ �s+ �x Æ _s� sin3(�) = ���k(1� sin(�)) = ��(�):Using (9), (10), (40), (41), and Lemma 3.4, we havekx(�) Æ s(�)� �(�)ek= k(�xk Æ �sk � ��ke)(1� sin(�)) + (�xk Æ �s+ �sk Æ �x)(1� cos(�)) + _x Æ _s sin2(�)�( _x Æ �s+ _s Æ �x) sin(�)(1� cos(�)) + �x Æ �s(1� cos(�))2k (44)� (1� sin(�))k�xk Æ �sk � ��kek+ k(�x Æ �s� _x Æ _s)(1� cos(�))2 � ( _x Æ �s+ _s Æ �x) sin(�)(1� cos(�))k� (1� sin(�))���k + ��x Æ �s+  _x Æ _s� sin4(�) + � _x Æ �s+ �x Æ _s� sin3(�)= ��(�) + ��(�) = 2��(�): (45)Since xi(�)si(�) � (1� 2�)�(�) = ��k(1� 2�)(1� sin(�)) > 0;for all � 2 [0; �2 ), x(�) > 0 and s(�) > 0 for all � 2 [0; �2 ). This concludes the proof.The next technical result is from [18, page 88].Lemma 3.7 Let u and v be vectors of the same dimension, and uTv � 0. Thenku Æ vk � 2� 32 ku+ vk2:The following lemma is a minor modi�cation of a result in [18], it is included for its usefulness inimplementation.Lemma 3.8 Let (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�) and 0 < � � 0:292. Then (�xk+1; ��k+1; �sk+1) 2 N2(�) and��k+1 = �(�).Proof: Denote (�xk+1(t); �sk+1(t)) = (x(�) + t�x; s(�) + t�s)), and (�xk+1; �sk+1) = (�xk+1(1); �sk+1(1)).Using the third row of (42), we have x(�)T�s+s(�)T�xn = 0. Using the fact that �xT�s = 0, we have��k+1(t) = (x(�) + t�x)T(s(�) + t�s)n = x(�)Ts(�)n = �(�):Let D = X(�) 12S(�)� 12 . Pre-multiplying (X(�)S(�))� 12 in the last row of (42) yieldsD�s+D�1�x = (X(�)S(�))� 12 (�(�)e�X(�)S(�)e):9



Let u = D�s, v = D�1�x, use the technical Lemma and the assumption that (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�),we have k�x Æ�sk = ku Æ vk � 2� 32 k(X(�)S(�))� 12 (�(�)e�X(�)S(�)e)k2= 2� 32 nXi=1 (�(�) � xi(�)si(�))2xi(�)si(�)� 2� 32 k�(�)e� x(�) Æ s(�)k2mini xi(�)si(�)� 2� 32 (2�)2�(�)2(1� 2�)�(�) = 2 12 �2�(�)(1� 2�) = 2 12 �2(1� 2�) ��k+1: (46)Using this result, (43), the last row of (42), we havek�xk+1(t) Æ �sk+1(t)� ��k+1(t)ek= �x(�) + t�x� Æ �s(�) + t�s�� �(�)e= (1� t)�x(�) Æ s(�)� �(�)e�+ t2�x Æ�s� (1� t)2��(�) + t2k�x Æ�sk� �(1� t)2� + 2 12 t2 �2(1� 2�)� ��k+1 := h(t; �)��k+1: (47)Taking t = 1 gives k�xk+1 Æ �sk+1 � ��k+1ek � 2 12 �2(1�2�) . It is easy to verify that for 0 < � � 0:292,2 12 �2(1� 2�) � �:Since, for 0 < � � 0:292 and t 2 [0; 1), 0 < h(t; �) � h(t; 0:292) < 1, we have, for � 2 [0; �2 ),�xk+1i (t)�sk+1i (t) � (1� h(t; �))��k+1 = (1� h(t; �))�(�) = (1� h(t; �))(1 � sin(�))��k > 0:Therefore (�xk+1; �sk+1) > 0. This �nishes the proof.� = 0:25 is used in [13]. Taking a larger � will allow a longer step in arc-search, which may reducethe number of iterations to converge to the optimal solution.Lemma 3.9 Let 0 < � � 0:292, and sin(�) be the positive real solution of (39). Then,sin(�) � �2n� 12 :Proof: Since q(sin(�)) is a monotonic increasing function of sin(�) 2 [0; 1], q(sin(0)) < 0, and q(sin(�2 )) �0, we need only to show that q(�2n� 12 ) < 0. Using Lemma 3.5, for sin(�) � �2n� 12 , we haveq(�) = ��x Æ �s+  _x Æ _s� sin4(�) + � _x Æ �s+ �x Æ _s� sin3(�) + ���k sin(�) � ���k� �4(1 + �)4(1� �)3 n2 + (1 + �)2(1� �) n���8n�2� ��k + 4(1 + �)3(1� �)2 n 32 ��6n� 32� ��k + ���k ��2n� 12�� ���k= ���k �4�7(1 + �)4(1� �)3 + �7(1 + �)2(1� �)n + 4�5(1 + �)3(1� �)2 + �2pn � 1�:= ���kf(�; n): (48)10



Clearly, f(�; n) is a monotonic increasing function of � 2 (0; 1), and a monotonic decreasing function ofn 2 f1; 2; : : :g. For � � 0:292, and n � 1, f(�; n) < 0, hence, for sin(�) � �2n� 12 , q(sin(�)) < 0. Thisproves sin(�) � �2n� 12 .Remark 3.1 It is clear that if  _xx,  �xx,  _ss,  �ss are smaller than some constant independent of mand n, then arc-search algorithm proposed above would reduce duality gap in a constant rate independentof m and n, a nice feature (polynomial bound would be independent of n) that appears to hold but cannotbe proved. In randomly generated tens of thousands problems, we observed that these values are smallerthan 2. But we cannot prove it in general case.3.4 The implementation considerationsWe will show that Algorithm 3.1 is a polynomial algorithm. But we need a little more careful in theimplementation to make the algorithm really competitive in practice.In Step 2 of Algorithm 3.1, (9) and (10) are used to directly obtain ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s). A moreeÆcient way is to use (28), (29), (31), and (32) as follows.Case 1: m > n�m _x = Â(ÂTSX�1Â)�1ÂTSe;_s = Se� SX�1 _x;_� = �(AAT)�1A _s:The most expensive operation in this calculation is to calculate (ÂTSX�1Â)�1 that needs O((n�m)2n + (n �m)3). Since (AAT)�1A is independent of iterations and needs to be computed onlyonce, and all other computations have lower order operation counts, O((n �m)2n + (n �m)3) isneeded to get ( _x; _�; _s). Similarly replacing e by � = �2 _xx Æ _ss , we can compute (�x; ��; �s) in exactly thesame way as we did for ( _x; _�; _s). Since (ÂTSX�1Â)�1 has been calculated already, the operationcount is negligible.Case 2: m � n�m _s = AT(AXS�1AT)�1AXe;_x = Xe�XS�1 _s;_� = �(AAT)�1A _s:The most expensive operation in this calculation is to calculate (AXS�1AT)�1 that needs O(m2n+m3). Since (AAT)�1A is independent of the iteration, and all other computations have lower orderoperation counts, O(m2n +m3) is needed to get ( _x; _�; _s). Similarly replacing e by � = �2 _xx Æ _ss ,we can compute (�x; ��; �s) in exactly the same way as we did for ( _x; _�; _s). Since (AXS�1AT)�1 hasbeen calculated already, the operation count is negligible.Remark 3.2 It is worthwhile to mention that if A is a sparse matrics, a sparse QR decomposition [3]should be used to generate a sparse Â. This will make the rest computation more eÆcient for largeproblems.Extensive experience shows that it is crucial to have a large step sin(�) to make Algorithm 3.1 eÆcientand competitive. Although the calculation of the search step size � by (39) is simple and the calculated� guarantees the polynomiality of the algorithm, the calculated � is very conservative. In view of theprevious analysis, what we really need is to �nd a large step size � such that (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�).11



We can select a signi�cantly larger � using negligible few extra operation counts as discussed as follows.First, the following simple estimations for sinusoidal functions are needed and can easily be veri�ed.12(1� sin2(�)) � 1� sin(�) � 1� sin2(�):12 sin2(�) � 1� cos(�) � sin2(�):sin2(�) � sin(�) � 12(1 + sin2(�)):From these estimations, we have18(sin4(�)� sin6(�)) � (1� sin(�))(1 � cos(�))2 � (sin4(�)� sin6(�)):14(sin4(�)� sin6(�)) � (1� sin(�)) sin(�)(1 � cos(�)) � 12(sin2(�)� sin6(�)):18 sin8(�) � sin(�)(1� cos(�))3 � 12(sin6(�) + sin8(�)):Denote p = xk Æ sk � �ke, q = �x Æ �s� _x Æ _s, and r = �( _x Æ �s+ _s Æ �x), and de�ne vectors `1, `2, and `3 as`1 = [`14; `16] = � �18 ;� 18� if pTq < 0[1;�1] if pTq � 0;`2 = [`22; `24; `26] = � �0; 14 ;� 14� if pTr < 0�12 ; 0;� 12� if pTr � 0;`3 = [`36; `38] = � �0; 18 � if qTr < 0� 12 ; 12 � if qTr � 0;then kx(�) Æ s(�)� �(�)ek2= k(�xk Æ �sk � ��ke)(1� sin(�)) + (�x Æ �s� _x Æ _s)(1� cos(�))2 � ( _x Æ �s+ _s Æ �x) sin(�)(1� cos(�))k2= (p(1� sin(�)) + q(1� cos(�))2 + r sin(�)(1 � cos(�)))T(p(1� sin(�)) + q(1� cos(�))2 + r sin(�)(1 � cos(�)))= pTp(1� sin(�))2 + 2pTq(1� sin(�))(1� cos(�))2 + 2pTr(1� sin(�)) sin(�)(1� cos(�))+qTq(1� cos(�))4 + 2qTr(1� cos(�))3 sin(�) + rTr sin2(�)(1� cos(�)))2� pTp(1� 2 sin2(�) + sin4(�)) + 2pTq(1� sin(�))(1� cos(�))2 + 2pTr(1� sin(�)) sin(�)(1� cos(�))+qTq sin8(�) + 2qTr(1� cos(�))3 sin(�) + rTr sin6(�)� pTp(1� 2 sin2(�) + sin4(�)) + 2pTq(`14 sin4(�) + `16 sin6(�))+2pTr(`22 sin2(�) + `24 sin4(�) + `26 sin6(�))+qTq sin8(�) + 2qTr(`36 sin6(�) + `38 sin8(�)) + rTr sin6(�)= sin8(�)(qTq + 2qTr`38) + sin6(�)(rTr + 2qTr`36 + 2pTr`26 + 2pTq`16)+ sin4(�)(2pTr`24 + 2pTq`14 + pTp) + sin2(�)(2pTr`22 � 2pTp) + pTp:Since (���k)2(1� 2 sin2(�) + sin4(�)) = (���k)2(1� sin2(�))2� 4(���k)2(1� sin(�))2 = (2��(�))2;�nding the smallest positive solution sin(�) for the following equationsin8(�)(qTq + 2qTr`38) + sin6(�)(rTr + 2qTr`36 + 2pTr`26 + 2pTq`16)+ sin4(�)(2pTr`24 + 2pTq`14 + pTp� (���k)2)+ sin2(�)(2pTr`22 � 2pTp+ 2(���k)2) + pTp� (���k)2 = 0 (53)12



guarantees kx(�) Æ s(�) � �(�)ek � 2��(�). (53) is a quartic equation in terms of sin2(�) which hasanalytic solution [17] and the operation count is negligible. Computational experience shows that thesin(�) obtained in this way is signi�cantly larger than the one obtained from (39). Let sin(��) � 1 bethe larger real number obtained from either the smallest positive solution of (53) or the solution of (39),sin(��) guarantees that Algorithm 3.1 is still polynomial with potentially better complexity bound.We can �nd an even larger sin(�) by searching � over the interval [sin�1(��); 1] that satis�es theinequalitypTp(1� sin(�))2 + 2pTq(1� sin(�))(1 � cos(�))2 + 2pTr(1� sin(�)) sin(�)(1� cos(�))+qTq(1� cos(�))4 + 2qTr(1� cos(�))3 sin(�) + rTr sin2(�)(1� cos(�)))2 � (2���k(1� sin(�))2using bisection or golden section iterations. As p, q, and r are given, and the inequality is a scalar, fora �xed number, say 10 iterations, of bisection or golden section, the computational count is negligible,but the improvement can be signi�cant. Therefore, in Step 3, the most expensive operations are thecomputations of p, q, r, pTp, pTq, pTr, qTq, qTr, and rTr which need O(n) operation counts. Clearly,this implementation guarantees sin(�) � �2n� 12 and (x(�); �(�); s(�)) 2 N2(2�), i.e., Lemmas 3.6 and3.9 hold.Finally, in Step 4, the operational count is mainly in the computation of (�x;��;�s). Similar tothe implementation in Step 2, but replacing e by ' = �(�)x�1(�) Æ s�1(�) � e, we can simplify thecomputation asCase 1: m > n�m �x = Â(ÂTS(�)X�1(�)Â)�1ÂTS(�)';�s = S(�)' � S(�)X�1(�)�x;�� = �(AAT)�1A�s:The most expensive operation in this calculation is to calculate (ÂTS(�)X�1(�)Â)�1 that needsO((n�m)2n+(n�m)3). Since (AAT)�1A is independent of the iteration, and all other computationshave lower order operation counts, O((n�m)2n+ (n�m)3) is needed to get (�x;��;�s).Case 2: m � n�m �s = AT(AX(�)S(�)�1AT)�1AX(�)';�x = X(�)'�X(�)S(�)�1�s;�� = �(AAT)�1A�s:The most expensive operation in this calculation is to calculate (AXS�1AT)�1 that needs O(m2n+m3). Since (AAT)�1A is independent of the iteration, and all other computations have lower orderoperation counts, O(m2n+m3) is needed to get (�x;��;�s).We summarize the total computational count in each iteration as follows.- Step 2, Calculate ( _x; _�; _s) and (�x; ��; �s), form > n�m, the operation count is O((n�m)2n+(n�m)3),for m � n�m, the operation count is O(m2n+m3);- Step 3, Calculate � and update (x(�); �(�); s(�)), the operation count is negligible;- Step 4, Calculate (�x;��;�s) and update (�xk; ��k; �sk), for m > n � m, the operation count isO((n �m)2n+ (n�m)3), for m � n�m, the operation count is O(m2n+m3).4 Convergence AnalysesLet (x�; ��; s�) be any solution of (5). Let index sets B, N be de�ned asB = fj 2 f1; : : : ; ng j x�j 6= 0g: (56)13



N = fj 2 f1; : : : ; ng j s�j 6= 0g: (57)From Goldman-Tucker theorem [5], it can be shown [18] that there always exist a solution (x�; ��; s�) of(5), where x� is a solution of the primary linear programming and (��; s�) is a solution of the dual linearprogramming, such that B \ N = ; and B [ N = f1; : : : ; ng. I.e., x� Æ s� = 0, and x� + s� > 0. Anoptimal solution with this property is called strictly complementary. The following Lemma, independentof any algorithm, is given in [18].Lemma 4.1 Let �0 > 0, and  2 (0; 1), Then for all points (x; �; s) with (x; �; s) 2 Fo, xisi > � (where� = xTsn ), and � < �0, there are constants M , C1, and C2 such thatk(x; s)k �M; (58)0 < xi � �=C1 (i 2 N ); 0 < si � �=C1 (i 2 B): (59)si � C2 (i 2 N ); xi � C2 (i 2 B): (60)Lemma 4.2 Let (�xk; ��k; �sk) be generated by Algorithms 3.1. Then, (�xk ; �sk) has at least one limit point.Moreover, every limit point is a strictly complementary primary-dual solution of the linear programming,i.e., s�i � C2 (i 2 N ); x�i � C2 (i 2 B): (61)Proof: Similar to the proof in [19].To show that Algorithm 3.1 is polynomial, we need a result in [18].Theorem 4.1 Let � 2 (0; 1) be given. Suppose that an algorithm for solving (5) generates a sequence ofiterations that satis�es �k+1 � �1� Æn!��k; k = 0; 1; 2; : : : ; (62)for some positive constants Æ and !. Suppose that the starting point (x0; �0; s0) satis�es �0 � 1=�. Thenthere exists an index K with K = O(n! log(1=�))such that �k � � for 8k � K:In view of Lemma 3.9 and Theorem 4.1, we haveTheorem 4.2 The sequence (�xk; ��k ; �sk) generated by Algorithms 3.1 globally converges to a set of limitpoints (x�; ��; s�). For every limit point (x�; ��; s�), x� is the optimal solution of the primal problem,(��; s�) is the optimal solution of the dual problem, and (x�; s�) is strictly complementary. Moreover,Algorithms 3.1 is a polynomial algorithm with polynomial complexity bound of O(n 12 log(1=�)).5 Numerical TestsThe algorithm developed in this paper is implemented in a Matlab function arc2. Numerical tests havebeen performed for linear programming problems in Netlib LP library. For Netlib LP problems, [2] hasclassi�ed these problems into two categories: problems with strict interior-point and problems withoutstrict interior-point. Though the newly developed Matlab codes and other existing codes can solveproblems without strict interior-point, we are most interested in the problems with strict interior-pointthat is assumed by all interior-point methods. Among these problems, we only choose problems which14



Table 1: Iteration counts for test problems in Netlib and Matlabiterations used by di�erent algorithmsProblem arc2 linprog sourceAFIRO 4 7 netlibblend 10 8 netlibSCAGR25 5 16 netlibSCAGR7 6 12 netlibSCSD1 13 10 netlibSCSD6 17 12 netlibSCSD8 13 11 netlibSCTAP1 14 17 netlibSCTAP2 13 18 netlibSCTAP3 14 18 netlibSHARE1B 9 22 netlibare presented in standard form and their A are full rank matrices. The selected problems are solved usingour Matlab function arc2 and function linprog in Matlab optimization toolBox. The iterations usedto solve these problems are compared and the iteration numbers are listed in table 1. Only two Netlibproblems that are classi�ed as problems with strict interior-point and are presented in standard form arenot included in the table because the PC computer used in the test does not have enough memory tohandle problems of this size.In our implementation, the parameters in the proposed algorithms are chosen as follows. The stoppingcriterion used in Algorithm 3.1 is the same as linprog [20]krBkmaxf1; kbkg + krCkmaxf1; kckg + �maxf1; kcTxk; kbT�kg < 10�8:For all problems, the initial point is set to x = s = e. The initial point used in linprog is essentially thesame as used in [11] with some minor modi�cations (see [20]).It is clear that Algorithm 3.1 uses less iteration than linprog to �nd the optimal solutions in mosttested Netlib problems. In total, arc2 uses 118 iterations to solve these 11 problems; linprog uses 151iterations to solve these 11 problems; i.e., the total iterations arc2 used for all these problems is about20% less than the total iterations linprog used.6 ConclusionsThis paper proposes a polynomial interior-point path-following algorithm that searches the optimizersalong the ellipses that approximate central path. The algorithm is proved to be polynomial with thebest known complexity bound. Numerical test results in all the tested Netlib problems show that thealgorithm is promising compared to Matlab code linprog which implements the state-of-art Mehrotra'sAlgorithm.7 AcknowledgementsThe author wishes to thank Professor Andr�e L. Tits and Professor T. Terlaky for their valuable commentson a related paper [19] that helped him in preparing this paper.References[1] R. Bland, D. Goldfarb, and M. Todd, The ellipsoid method: A survey, Operations Research,29 (1981), pp. 1039{1091. 15
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